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*Deal of the Month*
US Grabs Biggest Global Gambling
Industry Win Share In 2016
Gaming Statistics
 2014 US Gambling Revenue: $102.3 B, ↑
from $91.9B (+11 %) in 2012
 2014 Indian Gaming Revenue: $54.9 B, 
from $54.56 B in 2012 (+.07%).
 2014 US Commercial Gambling
Revenue: $48.28 B, ↑ from $37.34 B in
2012 (+22.7%)
 Dec. ‘16 Las Vegas Gaming Revenue: $697.7
M, down from $729.8 M in Dec. 15’
(-4.4%)
 Dec. ‘16 Atlantic City Gaming Revenue:
$189.7 M, up from $177.6M in Dec. 15 ’
(+6.8%)

Pennsylvania Lawmakers Push for iGaming with New Gambling Expansion Bill
A new gambling expansion bill, with iGaming provisions tacked onto it, has been officially introduced to the Pennsylvania
Legislature after two House Representatives posted last week a co-sponsorship memorandum ... read more

Weak Macau Gaming Revenues Hit Las Vegas Sands, Wynn Resorts, MGM
Shares of Las Vegas Sands (LVS), Wynn Resorts (WYNN) and MGM Resorts (MGM) fell Wednesday after Macau reported weakerthan-expected industry gaming revenues in January, suggesting the recovery may be uneven.2016...read more

The Newest Challenge in Gambling: Finding Growth It’s getting tough fro casino operators to find new ways to grow, but
that might not be a bad thing for investors if the gaming companies do the right thing with their profits.… read more

Marketing, homeless are biggest challenges for downtown Las Vegas, gaming execs say There’s a whole lot going
on in downtown Las Vegas that is driving gross gaming revenue better than in any other Southern Nevada market.
But to those executives who work there, it’s like the guy who winks in the dark — he knows what he’s doing, . … .read more

In slot play, Stratosphere execs get more from less Executives at the Stratosphere hotel-casino are getting more from less
on their casino floor.By arranging the casino floor with clusters of slot machines instead of rows — Strat officials call them “end caps”
— the floor becomes more inviting, leading to longer play and better results. .....read more

New York's Newest Vegas-Style Casino Opens In Schenectady More than three years after New York voters approved
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a constitutional amendment to expand casino gambling in the state, Rivers Casino and Resort in Schenectady opened its doors to the
public today. The $330 million dollar Las Vegas-style casino is one of four authorized by regulators after voters approved an
amendment to New York's constitution expanding gambling in 2013. .......read more
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Las Vegas Sands Corporation may offload portion of Marina Bay Sands
In Singapore, giant casino operator Las Vegas Sands Corporation is reportedly hoping to sell off a large stake in its shopping mall
inside the Marina Bay Sands development before potentially using the proceeds to invest in future venues in Japan or South Korea.
According to a report from The Straits Times newspaper, the Las Vegas-based giant wants to offload a 49% share in its 800,000 sq ft
The Shoppes At Marina Bay Sands for up to $3.5 billion but first needs the approval of the city-state’s government. ...read more
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Tribe spends $36 million for planned Elk Grove casino site

 Pechanga.net

The Indian tribe looking to build a casino on the site of a stalled shopping mall in Elk Grove last month spent about $36 million to buy
the land it needs. Wilton Rancheria and its casino partner, Boyd Gaming of Las Vegas, are both listed as purchasers of the property on
records filed with the Sacramento County Recorder’s Office. ….read more
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Is Pleased To Announce
The opening of the MGM National Harbor Casino Resort in National Harbor
at Washington DC
Marquette was honored to serve as Financial Advisor and Market Feasibility Consultant
to MGM as a part of their Maryland license application process.
We would be honored to advise and assist on you on building value in your hospitality
and casino gaming project in 2017
1-888-334-3061

